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Humans express seven human APOBEC3 proteins, which can inhibit viruses and endogenous retroelements through cytidine deaminase activity. The seven paralogs differ in the potency of their antiviral effects, as well as in their antiviral targets. One APOBEC3, APOBEC3C, is exceptional as it had previously been found to only weakly block viruses and endogenous retroelements compared to other APOBEC3s. However, our positive selection analyses suggested that APOBEC3C has played a role in pathogen defense during primate evolution. Here, I describe a single nucleotide polymorphism in human APOBEC3C, a change from serine to isoleucine at position 188 (I188) that confers potent antiviral activity against HIV-1. The gain-of-function APOBEC3C SNP results in increased enzymatic activity and hypermutation of target sequences when tested in vitro, and correlates with increased dimerization of the protein.
Furthermore, I show, using a fully-dimerizing point mutant as well as a synthetic dimer of APOBEC3C, that dimerization correlates with potent antiviral activity. The I188 is widely distributed in human African populations, and is the ancestral primate allele, but is not found in chimpanzees or gorillas. Thus, while other hominids have lost activity of this antiviral gene, it has been maintained, or re-acquired, as a more active antiviral gene in a subset of humans. Taken together, my results suggest that APOBEC3C is in fact involved in protecting hosts from lentiviruses.
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Chapter 1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 RETROVIRUSES

Retroviruses are enveloped, positive sense, single stranded RNA viruses(1). The viral RNA is reverse transcribed to make double stranded DNA that is then integrated into the host genome. The integrated DNA, known as the provirus, serves as a template for viral gene expression as well as production of the viral RNA genome, which gets packaged as two copies into budding virions(1). A consequence of the proviral stage is that retroviruses can lie dormant at this step, allowing the virus to evade immune detection and response. Another consequence of the proviral stage is that, if integrated into germline cells, retroviruses can become transmitted vertically. Vertically transmitted retroviruses, known as endogenous retroviruses, can lose the ability to produce virions that bud from the cell. In contrast, exogenous retroviruses must be able to replicated their genomes, but also produce a structure to package their genetic material for dispersal to target cells in a subsequent round of infection. All exogenous retroviruses express the proteins Gag (a structural protein), Env (a membrane-bound protein required for cell entry), and Pol (encoding enzymes needed for replication, such as polymerase and protease).

Retroviruses are subdivided into seven genera; alpha- epsilon retroviruses, lentiviruses, and spumaretroviruses(2). Alpharetroviruses, betaretroviruses and gammaretroviruses are all simple retroviruses, which encode only gag, env, pro, and pol genes and each is typified by a different oncovirus; avian sarcoma and leukosis virus, mouse mammary tumor virus, Mason-Pfizer monkey virus, respectively(2). Deltaretroviruses, epsilonretroviruses, lentiviruses and spumaretroviruses are complex retroviruses, in that they encode gag, env, and pol, as well as additional genes that are alternatively spliced. Only two of these five retroviruses genera are
known to include human pathogens; deltaretroviruses include human T cell leukemia viruses, and lentiviruses include the Human Immunodeficiency Virus, HIV.

1.2 HUMAN IMMUNODEFICIENCY VIRUS & THE AIDS EPIDEMIC

HIV was discovered in 1983 (3), and was identified as the etiologic agent responsible for a mysterious, devastating epidemic known as Acquired Immunodeficiency Disease, or AIDS (4-7). There are two types of HIV known to be circulating in humans, HIV-1 and HIV-2, but only HIV-1 has been involved in the global AIDS epidemic. HIV-2 causes a much less pathogenic disease (8), however patients can develop AIDS. The AIDS epidemic first became recognized in the early 1980s, when young, otherwise healthy people began succumbing to opportunistic infections. AIDS is still a global epidemic, as there are currently 37 million people infected, and it is estimated that 35 million people have died from the disease since the epidemic began (9). Most of the AIDS cases around the world occur in sub-Saharan Africa, where more than 25 million individuals are currently infected (9).

AIDS is a chronic illness that causes depletion of a certain subset of immune cells, T helper cells or CD4+ T cells, leading to death (10). No cure for AIDS has yet been developed. However, combination antiretroviral therapy, which consists of a cocktail of small molecule drugs that inhibit multiple steps of the HIV life cycle, was approved for use in the mid-1990s. Before combination antiretroviral therapies existed HIV a case fatality rate that approaches 100% (11), but this is no longer fatal for individuals with access to treatment. However, many individuals in developing countries do not have access to treatment. Therefore, efforts to develop a vaccine to protect against HIV transmission continue.
1.3 HIV Life Cycle

HIV-1 has a genome of approximately 10kb and encodes nine genes (\textit{gag}, \textit{pol}, \textit{env}, \textit{tat}, \textit{rev}, \textit{nef}, \textit{vpu}, \textit{vpr}, and \textit{vif})(2). Gag, Pol, and Env are conserved across retroviruses and therefore were described in section 1.1. Tat and Rev are regulatory proteins that aid in the efficiency of transcription and in the nuclear export of viral transcripts, respectively(12). Nef, Vpu, Vpr, and Vif are known as accessory proteins and play diverse roles in altering host cell biology to promote infection(13). In order to enter cells, HIV uses CD4 as a receptor and can use two different cellular co-receptors: either CCR5 or CXCR4(14). Most viral strains are CCR5-tropic, however a minority viral strains can use CXCR4 as a co-receptor. CD4 is a glycoprotein expressed on the surface of certain T cells (known as CD4+ T cells), macrophages, monocytes, and dendritic cells. CCR5 is expressed on the surface of memory CD4+ T cells, and these cells are the primary cellular target of HIV. CD4+ T cells are also known as T-helper cells, because this cell type facilitates the activation & recruitment of other immune cell types by the release of cytokines and other signals. The viral protein that facilitates binding to the receptor and coreceptor is Env. Env is a heavily glycosylated, membrane-bound protein produced as a precursor known as gp160, which gets cleaved by a host enzyme to form two subunits, gp120 and gp41(14). On the envelope of a virion, Env is expressed as heterodimers of gp120 and gp41, and these heterodimers come together in trimers. Env binds to the receptor and co-receptor through interactions mediated by the gp120 subunit. Once bound to the receptor/co-receptor pair, Env undergoes a conformational change, exposing the gp41 subunit and allowing its insertion into the host membrane. When gp41 inserts into the host membrane this facilitates fusion of the viral envelope with the host cell membrane. When the envelope fuses with the host cell, this releases the viral capsid into the cytoplasm.
The viral capsid is the inner compartment of the virus and contains the viral genome as well as proteins needed for subsequent stages of the life cycle. Next, uncoating of the capsid and reverse transcription of the viral genome occur, however it is not well understood which order these events occur in. Uncoating of the virus particle must be temporally regulated, as premature uncoating due to capsid instability exposes the virus to host antiviral factors that trigger an immune response(15, 16). At this stage, the homodimers of viral RNA are used as a template for reverse transcription. In order for reverse transcription to occur, the viral enzyme reverse transcriptase, a primer, dNPTs, and the viral genome template are necessary. In the first step of HIV reverse transcription, the primer, which is a host cell lys3 tRNA, binds to complementary sequence near the 5’ end of the viral (+) strand RNA, to initiate elongation from the primer binding site to reverse transcribe the unique 5’ region of the genome (U5) as well as the 5’ repeat region (R) that is also present at the 5’ end(2). Next the newly synthesized U5-R (-) DNA segment transfers to the 3’ end and the 5’ R anneals with the 3’ R, based on complementarity. After this step, known as minus strand transfer, elongation continues all the way to the initial primer binding site. An RNA-DNA duplex is formed during this initial stage of synthesis. Reverse transcriptase has RNAseH activity, and this leads to the degradation of the RNA in the RNA-DNA duplex and leaves behind a region of single stranded DNA. However, a purine rich region (PPT) near the initial 3’ end of the RNA genome is resistant to RNAseH degradation, so the PPT is left to serve as a primer for elongation of the next DNA strand, the (+) DNA. Elongation from the ppt produces only the unique 3’ region (U3), R, and U5, which was transferred during (-) strand production. Next, U3-R-U5 (+) segment is transferred to the other end of the (-) and binds based on complementary to the R and U5 regions. This serves as the primer for the final stage of extension, resulting in double stranded DNA, and this sequence
differs from the RNA genome in that it encodes U5, R, and U3 region at both ends of the molecule. During reverse transcription, the reverse transcriptase enzyme switches templates by jumping from one RNA to the other RNA in the genomic homodimer pair. This template switching facilitates the emergence of recombinant lentiviruses. After (or during) reverse transcription, the new double-stranded DNA is imported into the nucleus as part of a preintegration complex containing viral DNA and other viral proteins. Importantly, the preintegration complex contains the enzyme integrase (IN), which catalyzes the initial steps of integration of the provirus in to the host genome. First, integrase removes two nucleotides from each 3’ end of the viral DNA(2). Next, integrase processes these ends and transfers them to form phosphodiester linkages with host DNA, and the host DNA targeted for each link are 5 nucleotides apart from one another. The remaining steps of integration, such as the breakage of the other host strand, and the repair using the viral 5’end are carried out by host DNA repair enzymes.

Once integration is complete, the provirus is the template for viral gene expression (although some minor transcription might also occur from unintegrated templates). The long terminal repeat region of the genome, or LTR, at the 5’ end of the genome serves as the promoter for viral transcription. The trans-activation response element is an RNA element encoded by part of the LTR which is bound by viral protein Tat to stimulate transcript elongation by recruitment of the elongation factor P-TEFb to the nascent RNA/polymerase complex(12). Initial transcription is inefficient until Tat proteins are produced, at which time efficiency of transcription is drastically enhanced. HIV transcription leads to the production of completely spliced, incompletely spliced, and unspliced RNA. As for most host mRNAs, the fully spliced viral mRNAs (tat, rev, and nef) are exported out of the nucleus for translation. However, cells
typically degrade incompletely spliced or unspliced RNAs in the nucleus. To export of incompletely spliced viral mRNAs from the nucleus, the HIV protein Rev binds to incompletely spliced transcripts (env, vpr, vpu, and vif) and unspliced transcripts (encoding gag-pol, as well as the viral genome) in a region of the RNA called the RRE (rev-response element), and escorts these mRNAs out of the nucleus via the CRM1 pathway.

After translation of the viral genes occurs, virions begin to assemble. The structural subunits of HIV virions are expressed from the gag gene. Gag transcripts are translated from the same RNA sequence that encodes the viral genome. Gag is translated as a polypeptide, which contains four domains; matrix, capsid, and nucleocapsid, as well as two spacer domains. However, due to a ribosomal frame shift that occurs 5% of the time, 1 out of every 20 Gag translation events creates a Gag-Pro-Pol precursor. Gag traffics as oligomers to the plasmid membrane, where the subunits further polymerize. Assembly of Gag particles requires multiple cellular factors(17). To form an immature capsid shell approximately 2,000 Gag polyproteins multimerize, with the matrix facing out and the p6 comprising the inner domain. Interactions between the capsid domain of each subunit are necessary for multimerization. Matrix targets the multimers to the plasmid membrane. Nucleocapsid is important for targeting the viral genome to the virion. p6 is not known to be important for assembly, however, it is necessary at a later stage in the life cycle. When Gag multimers assemble to form immature virus particles, several viral components are packaged into the virions- two copies of the viral genome, Reverse transcriptase, Integrase, and Protease. The Env protein is expressed at the plasma membrane as trimers, and is recruited once virions assemble through an interaction with the Matrix domain of Gag. Only approximately 10-15 Env trimers are expressed on the surface of a single HIV-1 virion and strikingly, for most HIV strains expression of only 2-3 trimers on a virion is sufficient for
cellular entry (18). Once the viral particles assemble, a hexagonal lattice of Gag molecules alter the membrane curvature. Next the virions bud from the cell using the endosomal sorting complex required for transport (ESCRT) machinery (19). As HIV buds from the cell, the immature viral particles go through a process known as maturation to form infectious particles. At this step, the viral protein protease begins to cleave Gag polyproteins and Gag-Pro-Pol polyproteins into the separate subunits matrix, capsid, and nucleocapsid. In immature particles, capsid subunits of the Gag polyprotein interact to form a spherical particle. In contrast, protease-cleaved capsid molecules interact to form a conical shape. Protease is also important for cleaving the Protease and Polymerase from the Gag-Pol precursor, as well as for cleaving the different domains of Pol: reverse transcriptase, integrase, and protease. Once virion maturation is complete, the virus is competent to infect a new cell, and the viral lifecycle is then repeated.

1.4 HIV PATHOGENESIS

HIV is typically transmitted through sexual contact, through blood-to-blood contact such as needle sharing, or through vertical transmission from mother to child during pregnancy, delivery or breastfeeding. During initial infection, HIV infects target cells in the periphery, and these infected cells traffic to regional lymph nodes. Gastrointestinal CD4+ T cells also become infected during early infection and is a major site of HIV replication (20). The only known genetic determinant of HIV resistance is an allele that encodes a deletion in CCR5 (21-23). After HIV acquisition, acute infection occurs during the first two to six weeks of infection, corresponding with viremia and with rapid depletion of CD4+ T cells. Acute HIV infection can be asymptomatic, or flu-like symptoms, diarrhea, and/or a rash occur in 40-90% of cases. During this stage, virus becomes disseminated throughout the lymphoid system and sometimes the central nervous system. However, once an adaptive immune response is mounted, this initiates a
recovery stage when the amount of virus present in the blood significantly decreases. Patient studies suggest that a CD8+ T cell response is responsible for the control of HIV replication after the acute stage(24). After acute infection, a steady-state level of viral replication can occur for years and the amount of HIV present in the blood at this time is known as the viral set-point. This constitutes the transition from the acute stage of infection to the chronic stage. Eventually during the chronic stage, the number of CD4+ T cells steadily declines to dangerous and eventually fatal levels when the immune system can no longer fight infections. When a patient’s CD4+ T cell count drops to 200 cells per microliter of blood, this is clinically defined as AIDS.

1.5 PRIMATE LENTIVIRUSES

Human immunodeficiency viruses, HIV-1 and HIV-2, originated due to cross-species transmissions of lentiviruses, which infect African primates, known as simian immunodeficiency viruses, or SIVs. HIV-1 is the result of at least four separate cross-species transmissions from the SIVcpz/SIVgor lineage of lentiviruses(25), which infect chimpanzees and gorillas, respectively. These four transmission events gave rise to four HIV-1 groups; group M (responsible for the major pandemic), group N, group O, and group P. The SIVcpz/SIVgor clade that gave rise to all HIV-1 strains derived from a recombination event that likely occurred between two different SIVs (SIVrcm, which infects red-capped mangabeys, and lineage SIVmus/mon/gsn, which infects Cercopithecus monkeys)(26). On the other hand, the closest relative to HIV-2 is a virus that infects sooty mangabeys, SIVsmm, so SIVsmm likely crossed into humans as the origin of HIV-2(27). There is evidence of natural SIV infections in over 40 non-human primate species(28). All of these natural infections occur in primate species in Africa. Phylogenetic analysis of SIVs shows several instances of cross-species transmissions between non-human primate species.
When cross-species of primate lentiviruses occurs, the virus may become more pathogenic in the new host species. For example, SIVmac, a virus that originated from an accidental laboratory cross-species transmission from sooty mangabeys to rhesus macaques, causes severe pathogenesis in macaques (29), but SIVsmm is not pathogenic to sooty mangabeys (30, 31). Furthermore, SIVagm, a virus that naturally infects several species of African green monkeys, has also been shown to be non-pathogenic to its hosts(32). For old world monkeys that harbor natural infections, host adaptation is thought to occur (such as changes in T cell gene expression) that dampens the pathogenesis of the virus(33). In addition to differences across SIV-harboring hosts, there are genetic differences in SIV viruses across virus clades. For instance, in addition to the genes encoded by HIV-1, some SIVs and HIV-2 encode vpx, which is a paralog of vpr. Another genetic difference among HIV/SIVs is that some lineages lack the vpu gene. These genetic differences across SIVs likely have significant impacts on host-virus interactions.

1.6 RESTRICTION FACTORS AND VIRAL ANTAGONISTS

Viruses put evolutionary pressure on hosts to evade viral pathogenesis. Therefore, host species have evolved many ways to block viral infection. In addition to the adaptive and innate immune responses, organisms may also express restriction factors, or antiviral intrinsic immunity genes(34). These factors are able to directly detect and respond to infection, when expressed in an infected cell. Many steps of the HIV life cycle can be blocked by restriction factors. However, viruses can adapt to overcome restriction by the host by expressing genes that function to block restriction factors. These viral genes that block restriction factors are known as viral antagonists. If a host species is infected with a virus that encodes an antagonist that neutralizes a restriction factor, this can exert evolutionary pressure on the host to select for restriction factor alleles that
are resistant to the viral antagonist. However, viruses evolve quickly and can adapt to overcome antagonist-resistant restriction factors. Therefore, pressure is placed back on the host to select for new antagonist-resistance alleles. This back-and-forth evolutionary pressure on the host and virus is known as an evolutionary arms race, as the adaptation and counter-adaptation occurs in a positive feedback loop, continually feeding the cycle(35). The genetic signature classically associated with host-virus evolutionary arms races is positive selection. Positive selection is marked by an excess of non-synonymous mutations compared to synonymous mutations for a given gene phylogeny. Most genes evolve under negative selection, whereby synonymous mutations occur at a greater rate than non-synonymous mutations, because non-synonymous mutations are often detrimental to gene function. In contrast, for host restriction factors, non-synonymous mutations can be beneficial in order to evade antagonism by a virus. As these restriction factors accrue an abundance of non-synonymous over millions of years, this leads to vast sequence diversity across primate restriction factor genes(36). This can contribute to species-specificity of viruses. Lentiviruses, in particular, infect primates in a species-specific manner, and host restriction factors play an important role in protecting primates from some cross-species transmission events. In the next subsection of this chapter, specific primate restriction factors will be described, along with the viral antagonists or viral defenses against associated with each restriction factor.

Anti-lentiviral TRIM genes
The tripartite motif-containing family or TRIM superfamily includes over 70 known human TRIM proteins\(^{(37)}\). TRIM proteins are characterized by a conserved TRIM, or RBCC motif, which includes a RING domain, two B boxes, and a coiled-coil domain. The RING domain can mediate the transfer of ubiquitin or similar molecules. Many TRIM family proteins are induced by interferon and many are involved in the detection of or response to viruses. TRIM proteins that have been reported to restrict HIV are TRIM5, TRIM22, and TRIM34. Of these three TRIMs, TRIM5 is the only one with a well-defined role against HIV. TRIM5 is a restriction factor that can block lentiviruses at the step of uncoating, through a direct interaction with the capsid lattice. In addition to the TRIM motif, TRIM5 also contains a PRYSPRY domain, and this is the region that binds to the capsid. TRIM binding to capsid destabilizes capsid-capsid interactions and also induces capsid degradation. TRIM5-mediated restriction of HIV is dependent on a direct interaction with another host gene, cylophilinA. The human version of TRIM5 cannot block HIV-1, but does block certain strains of murine leukemia virus\(^{(38)}\). In contrast, rhesus macaques express a version of TRIM5 that completely blocks HIV infection\(^{(39)}\), and in fact this is thought to be a major reason why rhesus monkeys are resistant to laboratory acquisition of HIV. Interestingly, some new world monkeys and certain old world monkey species express a fusion between TRIM5 and cyclophilinA, known as TrimCyp, and these proteins have potent antiviral activity against HIV and other primate lentiviruses\(^{(40, 41)}\). Furthermore, it is hypothesized that other TRIMs may play a role in blocking lentiviruses, although more studies are needed to verify this.

\textit{Tetherin}
In contrast to TRIM5, which specifically binds and inhibits certain viruses based on protein-protein interactions, the restriction factor Tetherin has very broad activity against several classes of viruses. Tetherin blocks budding of virions by tethering the viral membrane to the cell. In addition to HIV, Tetherin also blocks certain other enveloped viruses, including Ebola and Kasposi’s sarcoma herpesvirus (42, 43). However, many viruses have evolved mechanisms to evade Tetherin-mediated restriction. HIV-1 is resistant to human Tetherin because the viral gene vpu binds to tetherin and targets it for ubiquitination and degradation. In fact, Tetherin was discovered to be a restriction factor during experiments to uncover why certain cell lines are resistant to laboratory HIV mutants that lack the gene vpu (44, 45). Interestingly, other primate lentiviruses utilize different viral proteins to block Tetherin. Most SIVs encode a protein, Nef, that is able to bind to and mediate degradation of tetherin (46-48).

The APOBEC3 gene family

APOBEC3 proteins are part of the AID/APOBEC gene family, which are all cytidine deaminases that can either mutate mRNA or ssDNA. To summarize what is known about the other AID/APOBEC family members, first, Activation-Induced Cytidine Deaminase (AID) mutates DNA in B cells to promote antibody diversity. APOBEC1 is expressed only in the small intestines (for humans) and is an mRNA editing cytidine deaminase, which introduces an early stop codon in the mRNA of ApolipoproteinB, a gene involved in lipid metabolism (49, 50). APOBEC2 is not well-studied, but has been shown to be important for muscle development in both mice and zebrafish (51, 52). Humans encode seven APOBEC3 genes in tandem on chromosome 22, APOBEC3A APOBEC3B APOBEC3C APOBEC3D APOBEC3F APOBEC3G, and APOBEC3H. Each human APOBEC3 is composed of either a single cytidine
deaminase domain, or two tandem cytidine deaminase domains (Figure 1A). APOBEC3 structure is composed of a core of five beta sheets, surrounded by six alpha helices (53).

![APOBEC3 Structure Diagram](image)

Figure 1. A. The seven human APOBEC3s, either composed of a single cytidine deaminase domain or two cytidine deaminase domains. B. The structure of APOBEC3 cytidine deaminase domains. Figure adapted from Aydin, 2014 (53).

APOBEC3s are mammal-specific, and although it however there have been many expansions/contractions in the number of APOBEC3s expressed across mammals (54). For instance, rodents only encode one APOBEC3, horses encode six and cats encode four. APOBEC3s all have a conserved (H/C)-(A/V)-E-(X_{24-30})-(P-C-X_{2-4}-C) sequence that coordinates a zinc molecule and is required for deaminase activity. In the APOBEC3-catalyzed deamination reaction, the conserved histines coordinate zinc, which stabilizes the formation of a nucleophilic hydroxyl molecule from water through a reaction with the conserved glutamic acid. The hydroxyl performs a nucleophilic attack on the targeted cytidine, in a reaction that leads to the loss of the cytidine 4-amino group. This deamination event creates an uracil base.
Antiviral activity of the seven human APOBEC3s

Here, what is known about the biological function of each of the seven human APOBEC3 paralogs will be described.

**APOBEC3G**

APOBEC3G was the first APOBEC3 protein to be characterized and is one of the most well-studied restriction factors. Several cell lines had been shown to be resistant to infection with HIV lacking the accessory protein Vif(55). APOBEC3G was identified as the host protein that renders certain cell lines resistant to vif-deleted viruses(56). However, Vif expression relieves the APOBEC3G-mediated block to infection. Cytidine deaminase activity is likely required for APOBEC3G restriction of viral replication(57, 58), although this is somewhat controversial(59, 60). Subsequently, other APOBEC3 paralogs were described to have anti-lentiviral activity. Expression of APOBEC3 genes in virus-producing cells can lead to the production of non-infectious viral particles. APOBEC3s can be packaged in into viral particles through interactions with RNA and nucleocapsid (61, 62), and taken to a target cell where they mutate the viral DNA during reverse transcription. Oligomerization of APOBEC3G has been shown to be important for antiviral deaminase activity. Since APOBEC3s only mutate single stranded DNA, the C to U mutations occur on the (-) strand of the viral DNA, leading to G to A mutations on the (+) strand. This can lead to premature stop codons or other deleterious mutations in the viral genome. This mode of viral restriction is dependent on cytidine deaminase activity; however, deaminase-independent restriction of lentiviruses has reported by certain APOBEC3 proteins(59, 63). For example, several studies report that APOBEC3 can inhibit reverse transcription, independent of
cytidine deaminase activity\( (59, 63, 64) \). For the APOBEC3 proteins that restrict lentiviruses, APOBEC3G has the most potent restriction activity\( (65) \). HIV-1 (-vif) produced in the presence of APOBEC3G becomes extensively hypermutated in the target cell and productive infection is drastically inhibited. Strikingly, only approximately 10 APOBEC3G proteins need to be packaged into a single virion to restrict its replication in a target cell\( (58) \). One reason APOBEC3G may be more restrictive than other anti-lentiviral APOBEC3s is the specific deamination motif that it targets. APOBEC3 deamination of cytidines is dependent on the nucleotide context surrounding the cytidine. APOBEC3G preferentially mutates cytidines in a 5’-CT-3’ context, whereas the other antilentiviral APOBEC3s (APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3H) mutate target cytidines in a 5’-CC-3’ context. Therefore, APOBEC3G mutations cause GG to GA changes in the viral genome, leading to the addition of stop codons. In contrast, the other anti-lentiviral APOBEC3s cause GA to AA mutations, which are not as likely to induce stop codons but may disrupt viral coding sequences by inducing missense mutations.

**APOBEC3F**

APOBEC3F is a double-domain APOBEC3 with activity against HIV in the absence of Vif. There is a general consensus in the field that APOBEC3F is a potent inhibitor of lentiviruses, although it does not pose as strong of a block to viral replication as APOBEC3G. However, APOBEC3F is the APOBEC3 that has been most implicated in deaminase-independent restriction of HIV\( (57, 63) \). Furthermore, APOBEC3F has been reported to potently block LINE-1 retrotransposition through deaminase-independent activity\( (66) \).

**APOBEC3H**
APOBEC3H is a single domain APOBEC3, and is the most evolutionarily divergent of the seven human APOBEC3s. Although most humans express a variant of this protein that does not have anti-lentiviral activity, there are several haplotypes that do inhibit HIV(67). APOBEC3H will be described in more detail in section 1.8.

APOBEC3D

APOBEC3D a double-domain APOBEC3 with a demonstrated capacity to restrict lentiviruses(68), however APOBEC3D does not hypermutate HIV-1 (-vif) as extensively as APOBEC3G, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3H. Although humans express an APOBEC3D with relatively weak anti-HIV activity, chimpanzees encode a version with more potent antilentiviral activity(69). Despite human APOBEC3D’s relatively weak restriction activity against HIV, APOBEC3D is under positive selection in primates, suggesting that APOBEC3D is an antiviral restriction factor.

APOBEC3A

Although several APOBEC3s potently restricts lentivirus replication, not all human APOBEC3s have activity against HIV-1. For instance, APOBEC3A does not package into HIV particles and inhibit replication in a target cell(68). However, APOBEC3A does play a role in cytidine deamination of HIV in monocytes(70). APOBEC3A also potently inhibits certain LTR retrotransposons, as well as adeno-associated virus(71).
APOBEC3B

APOBEC3B likely does not play a role in restricting lentiviruses(68). However, APOBEC3B has been shown to block LTR retrotransposons and certain DNA viruses such as hepatitis B virus(72, 73). Additionally, APOBEC3B has been implicated in certain cancers, as APOBEC3B is over-expressed in many cancer cell lines as well as tumor biopsies and there is evidence of extensive APOBEC3-induced mutagenesis in many of these same cancer samples in which APOBEC3B is over-expressed(74, 75). Interestingly, APOBEC3B is the only APOBEC3 that is predominantly localized in the nucleus(76).

APOBEC3C

APOBEC3C is another APOBEC3 that does not have potent activity against lentiviruses(68). In one report APOBEC3C is shown to potently block SIVagm and SIVmac(77). However, in a study that compares the activity of the seven human APOBEC3s, APOBEC3C is shown to be a weak inhibitor of HIV-1 and SIVmac, as compared to other APOBEC3s(68). Whereas most APOBEC3 proteins have the potential to oligomerize, APOBEC3C is monomeric in solution and in cells. APOBEC3C does not potently restrict endogenous retroelements(78). There are reports that APOBEC3C inhibits human papilloma virus(79, 80), however in one of these studies it is shown that APOBEC3C-mediated restriction of human papillomavirus is weaker than the restriction induced by APOBEC3A(80).

Summary of ant lentiviral activity of APOBEC3s

To summarize the differences in anti-lentiviral activity across human APOBEC3s: APOBEC3G, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3H have the capacity to potently block HIV-1
replication. APOBEC3D also blocks HIV-1, but to a lesser extent. In contrast, APOBEC3A, APOBEC3B, and APOBEC3C do not have a strong inhibitory effect on HIV in vitro. However, APOBEC3A expressed monocytes can block incoming virus. Also, APOBEC3B transfection in HEK293 cells can inhibit HIV, although expression in this cell line does not embody a physiologically relevant system.

Figure 2. Comparison of APOBEC3-mediated restriction of HIV-1 (-vif) in a T cell line (SUPT11) or in HEK293 cells. Adapted from reference Hultquist, 2011(68).

In addition to differences in antiviral activity function across APOBEC3s, the seven human paralogs also differ in both their oligomerization potential, as well as their intracellular localization. First, certain APOBEC3s form dimers and higher-ordered oligomers in cells and in vitro (APOBEC3B, APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, APOBEC3G, and APOBEC3H), whereas
APOBEC3A and APOBEC3C are both found to be monomeric. In fact, this difference in oligomeric potential correlates with the ability to restrict lentiviruses. One possible reason for this is because oligomerization affects DNA binding, so oligomerization may be important in scanning for cytidine deamination events. Additionally, there are differences across the APOBEC3s in their intracellular localization. APOBEC3B is predominantly found in the nucleus, APOBEC3A and APOBEC3C are found cell-wide, and APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, APOBEC3G, and APOBEC3H are found in the cytoplasm. These localization differences also roughly correlate with antilentiviral activity, as the antilentiviral paralogs are found predominantly in the cytoplasm. Interestingly, nuclear localization correlates with cancer-associations, as APOBEC3B expression is highly associated with certain cancers and APOBEC3A has been implicated in genomic mutations in cell culture studies.

1.7 Vif Antagonism of APOBEC3s

Vif hijacks the host ubiquitin ligase machinery and induces K48-linked ubiquitination of APOBEC3s to target APOBEC3s for proteosomal degradation. Vif binds directly to APOBEC3 proteins, and also binds to the Cul5/EloB/EloC ubiquitin ligase complex. APOBEC3C, APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, APOBEC3G, and APOBEC3H are all susceptible to Vif-mediated degradation, whereas APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B are not targeted by Vif. Vif targets a conserved domain present on APOBEC3C, APOBEC3D, and APOBEC3F. This surface includes the glutamic acid on alpha helix 3 that is required for Vif binding, as well as a histidine five nucleotides away, and several residues between alpha helix-2 and beta fold 3. Vif does not target these same residues on APOBEC3G but instead interacts with a different domain. The residues required for Vif binding to APOBEC3G were identified because HIV-1 Vif is able to mediate degradation of human APOBEC3G, but cannot induce degradation of the APOBEC3G expressed
by African green monkeys. In contrast, SIVagm Vif can mediate degradation of the APOBEC3G expressed by African green monkeys, but not human APOBEC3G. This led to the identification of APOBEC3G residues 128-130 as the major determinants of the specificity of Vif binding, as swapping this domain on the two APOBEC3 orthologs switches the Vif binding phenotype. Further studies show that adaptive evolution has occurred at APOBEC3G positions 128 and 130 across diverse old world monkey species, and the sequence variation at these sites has led to variation in the sequence motif targeted by diverse SIV Vifs(81). In fact, for one group of old world monkeys, Colobinae, adaptation in a region distant from the 128/130 Vif-binding motif confers resistance to most SIV Vifs (81). The significant variation across primates in the susceptibility of APOBEC3Gs to lentiviral Vifs indicates that primate adaptation to lentiviruses has been occurring for millions of years. Lastly, a third Vif-binding domain exists on APOBEC3H. APOBEC3H shares the same contact sites as APOBEC3D/APOBEC3F for half of the interface (on alpha helix-3), but uses a distinct set of residues for the other half (Figure 3).

Interestingly, there is evidence that despite the expression of Vif during infection, APOBEC3s still have a significant effect on HIV sequences within infected patients. Across different studies, 9-43% of virus sequences derived from patients contain APOBEC3-induced mutations(82-85). APOBEC3 activity against HIV in patients could have protective benefits, as APOBEC3-induced hypermutation correlates with slower disease progression. In contrast, another potential outcome of the viral hypermutation induced by APOBEC3s is that it may contribute to viral diversity that allows for adaptive evolution of the virus. For instance, APOBEC3-induced mutations may allow HIV to more quickly evolve resistance to antiretrovirals. In fact, one study correlated APOBEC3G-induced hypermutation with anti-
retroviral therapy failure in patients infected with a particular subtype of HIV-1(84). However, a recent study concluded that APOBEC3-induced mutations contribute to viral sequence diversity at a much lower level than the random errors introduced during reverse transcription(86).
Figure 3. The Vif binding domains of human APOBEC3 proteins. Three different Vif binding domains exist for the five human APOBEC3 proteins that are antagonized by Vif. First there is the A3C/A3F-like domain present on A3C, A3F, and A3D. This domain lies on the loop between helix-2 and beta fold-3 and on alpha helix-3. Secondly, there is a distinct binding domain on APOBEC3G at the very beginning of alpha helix-4. Thirdly, there is a distinct binding domain present on APOBEC3H, which is similar to the residues targeted on A3D and A3F, except the loop between alpha helix-2 and beta fold-3 does not appear to be involved. From Aydin, 2014(53).
1.8 HUMAN POLYMORPHISM IN APOBEC3 GENES

There are two APOBEC3 human polymorphisms that have been well-characterized in their impacts on disease. First, some humans carry a large deletion in the APOBEC3 locus that includes the last exon of APOBEC3A and the first seven exons of APOBEC3B (87). This deletion leads to the expression of an APOBEC3A/APOBEC3B fusion protein. This allele is present at a frequency of 93% in Oceania, 37% in East Asia, and 58% in American Natives. The deletion is associated with increased risk of breast cancer, and ovarian cancer (88, 89).

APOBEC3B does not block lentivirus replication, but instead potently inhibits certain LTR-retrotransposons, such as LINE-1 (78, 90). Furthermore, the deletion allele is associated with increased risk of hepatitis B infection, as well as infection with several other pathogens (91).

Only one of the anti-lentiviral APOBEC3s has a significant level of polymorphism among humans: APOBEC3H. Strikingly, there are seven distinct haplotypes expressed globally (global frequencies ranging from 6-86%). The haplotype with the highest global frequency, encodes a protein that is unstable, meaning it has a short-half life and quickly becomes degraded in the cellular environment (67). Three other haplotypes also encode unstable proteins. In contrast, the remaining three haplotypes (haplotypes II, V, VII), encode stable proteins. These stable APOBEC3Hs potently restrict HIV in the absence of Vif (67, 92). Intriguingly, stable APOBEC3H alleles have been associated with resistance to HIV infections in two separate studies, one in a Japanese cohort and one in an Indian cohort (93, 94). These findings were somewhat surprising given that HIV Vif is thought to successfully antagonize APOBEC3H. However, further studies have shown that Vifs sequenced from different patients show varied activity against APOBEC3H. In fact, Vifs sequenced from patients encoding stable APOBEC3H
are more likely to be competent to antagonize APOBEC3H(95, 96). In contrast, for individuals carrying unstable APOBEC3H alleles, Vifs sequenced from these patients are more likely to be unable to antagonize APOBEC3H, and the Vif loss-of-function is specific to APOBEC3H (antagonism of other APOBEC3s remains unaffected). The differences in APOBEC3H-specific activity in Vifs from patients with different haplotypes may help explain the increased HIV-resistance for individuals encoding stable APOBEC3H haplotypes. For instance, if someone carrying an unstable APOBEC3H is infected with HIV, this may correlate with the presence of a Vif that is defective against APOBEC3H. If this virus is transmitted to an individual carrying a stable APOBEC3H allele, then that individual may be protected because the Vif cannot overcome their APOBEC3H. These findings indicate that even though HIV encodes Vif as a defense against APOBEC3s, APOBEC3 polymorphism can impact HIV pathogenesis.

Another APOBEC3 with a fairly common human polymorphism is APOBEC3C. Approximately 10% of the population in African encodes an APOBEC3C variant with a serine to isoleucine change at position 188. Interestingly, the isoleucine that is present in the variant is a conserved residue at the homologous position in the other six human APOBEC3s. Although APOBEC3C has not been implicated as an antilentiviral restriction factor, we hypothesized that the variant encoding isoleucine at position 188 may confer antilentiviral activity.
Chapter 2. MATERIALS & METHODS

**APOBEC3C sequences**

APOBEC3C was amplified by RT-PCR from total RNA extracted from chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, white-cheeked gibbon, siamang, baboon, sooty mangabey, and red-capped mangabey cells (either fibroblast or lymphoid) obtained from Corriell Repository (GM03448, AG05251, AG05252, PR01038, PR00598, PR00976, G077, PR00485) as well as from the vervet monkey cell line Vero, the tantalus monkey cell line CV-1, and the sabeus cell line V038 provided by the Nonhuman Primate Research Resource (NPRR). Primers were designed to amplify from the 3’ and 5’ UTRs of APOBEC3C mRNA transcripts (5’UTR: CTAAGAGGCTGAACATGAATC’3, 3’UTR: 5’GGCTAGAGGAGACAGACCATGA’3). The APOBEC3C amplicons were cloned into pGEM vectors, and then sequenced. The S188-S188 forced dimer was designed to mimic the linker between the two domains of the double-domain APOBEC3F. The N-terminal subunit consists of APOBEC3C residues 1-189 (the last residue is removed), followed by the residues RNP, which serve as a linker. The C-terminal APOBEC3C begins at the second start codon, M12. The dimer S188-S188 APOBEC3C was constructed by overlap extension PCR. Two separate PCRs were performed for the N terminal and C terminal APOBEC3C subunits (1st domain, For: TTCAGGATCCATGAATCCAGAGATC, 1st domain, Rev: GCCTCCATTGGTCCCGGAGACTCTCCCCGTAGCCTTCTTT, 2nd domain, For: TCCAGGATCCATGAATCCACAGAGATC, 2nd Rev: GCCCTCTAGATTAGCGTAGTGCTAGTCAGG), and these amplicons were annealed in a third PCR reaction using the 1st domain For and the 2nd domain Rev primers.
**Sequence Analysis**

APOBEC3C genes were aligned using Geneious software. To test for positive selection, maximum likelihood tests were performed using the PAML statistical software suite (97). The APOBEC3C genes were subjected to tests that allowed for positive selection (M8 model), or disallowed positive selection (M8a model). The analyses were performed with the F3X4 codon model, and multiple starting omega values were used, ranging between 0.5 and 1.4. Specific residues with signatures of positive selection with a posterior probability of 99% or greater were identified by Bayes Empirical Bayes analysis. Ancestral APOBEC3C sequences were reconstructed by the likelihood/Empirical Bayes approach using the codeml program in PAML. Brach analysis to identify particular primate branches with signatures of positive selection in APOBEC3C were performed in two ways. Overall dN/dS values were calculated with PAML, using the free ratio model. Additionally, a branch-site test to identify statistically significant signatures of episodic selection was performed using the Branch-site REL method in the HyPhy software suite (98).

**APOBEC3, provirus, and LINE-1 plasmids**

APOBEC3Cs were cloned into the BamHI and XhoI sites of pCDNA3.1 by PCR addition of restriction sites (BamHI and XhoI) to the N and C termini of APOBEC3C. The human APOBEC3C plasmid we previously obtained from the AIDS Repository contained the SNP rs11551111, which is not common (no reported frequency according to dbSNP). Therefore, we used site-directed mutagenesis to change the asparagine at position 31 to aspartic acid (For: GCCAACGATCGGGACGAAACTTGGC, Rev: GCCAAGTTTCGTCCCGATCGTTGGC). A hemagglutinin tag was inserted into the XhoI and XbaI sites of pCDNA3.1, at the C-terminus of
each APOBEC3C sequence. APOBEC3G and APOBEC3A were also in a pCDNA3.1 backbone, with a kozak sequence, as well as a hemagglutinin tag at the N-terminus. HIVΔenv, Δvif, HIVΔvif + HIV-1 vif, HIVΔvif + HIV-2 vif have been described elsewhere(99). SIVagm Δenv, Δvif was kindly provided by Nathaniel Landau.

**Infectivity Assays**

Single round HIV-1 and SIVagm infectivity assays were performed as previously described (100). 293Ts were plated at a density of 0.05 X 10^5 cells per well of a 24-well plate. The next day, the cells were transfected with 0.3µg provirus encoding luciferase as a marker gene 0.1µg pL-VSV-G, and 0.3µg pCDNA3.1.APOBEC3.HA or empty pCDNA3.1 plasmid. For the dose response infectivity assay, either 0.1 µg, 0.2µg, or 0.3µg APOBEC3 plasmid was used. For experiments involving Vif expression, 0.2µg of APOBEC3 was use. Forty-eight hours after transfection, virions were harvested. For SIVagm infectivity assays, SupT1 cells were infected with 10µl of each virus and treated with 20µg/ml DEAE/dextran. For HIV infectivity assays, ELISA was performed to quantify p24, and virus equivalent to 2ng p24 was used for infections. For all infectivity assays, 5 X 10^4 were infected in a 96-well dish. Seventy-two hours later, infected cells were lysed in luciferase lysis reagent (Brightglo, Promega) and luciferase expression was measured on a luminometer (LUMISTAR Omega, BMG). Infectivity of each virus was compared by setting infectivity of the “No APOBEC3” control to 100%.

**LINE-1 Assays**

To assay for restriction of LINE-1 retrotransposition 293T cells were transfected with 200ng LINE-1 plasmids pYX016 and pYX015(101), along with 100ng of APOBEC3C S188 or
I188, APOBEC3C 10ng APOBEC3A, or empty pCDNA3.1 plasmid. The next day, the cells were treated with 2.5 µg/ul puromycin to select for transformants. Three days later, expression of renilla and firefly luciferase were assayed using a luminometer. The LINE-1 plasmids encode firefly luciferase disrupted by a splice site, so expression only occurs after retrotransposition, whereas renilla luciferase expression is not dependent upon retrotransposition. Percent retrotransposition is reported by setting retrotransposition (firefly luciferase values divided by renilla luciferase values) in the absence of APOBEC3 to 100%.

**Intracellular Protein Expression**

Intracellular expression of the APOBEC3 proteins during virion production was evaluated by lysis of the virion-producing 293T cells with Radio Immunoprecipitation Assay buffer, with protease inhibitor (50mM Tris, 150mM sodium chloride, 0.1% SDS, 0.5% sodium deoxycholate, 1% NP-40, protease inhibitor cocktail cOmplete by Roche). Lysates were resolved on an SDS-PAGE gel in MES buffer, and transferred to a PVDF membrane for Western blot analysis, using and anti-HA (BioLegend) antibody and anti-tubulin (Sigma-Aldrich) antibody. Endogenous levels of APOBEC3C were measured by Western blotting with antibody purchased from Fisher (product # PA5-27629). HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz) were used to detect primary antibodies.

**Recombinant protein expression and purification**

Recombinant baculovirus production for APOBEC3C S188 was carried out in the pACG2T transfer vector (BD Biosciences), as described previously (102). Recombinant baculovirus production for APOBEC3C I188 was carried out in the pFastbac1-GST-APOBEC3C
vector according to the Bac-to-Bac expression system (Life Technologies) and as described previously (103). Recombinant virus was then used to infect Sf9 cells. Cells were harvested 72 hours after infection and, clarified cell lysates were incubated with glutathione-sepharose 4B resin (GE Healthcare) at 4°C and subjected to a series of salt washes, as described previously(104). The APOBEC3C S188, APOBEC3C I188 enzymes were eluted from the glutathione-sepharose resin (GE Healthcare) with the GST tag, as previously described (104). The samples were then treated with thrombin (GE Healthcare) for 6 hr at 21°C to cleave the GST tag.

**Size exclusion chromatography**

The oligomerization states of the APOBEC3C enzymes were determined by loading 10 μg of purified enzyme on a 10 mL Superdex 200 (GE Healthcare) size exclusion column. The column was prepared by pouring the resin bed in a column with 16-cm height and 0.5-cm diameter. The running buffer contained 50 mM Tris pH 8.0, 200 mM NaCl and 1 mM DTT. The Bio-Rad standard set was used to generate a standard curve from which molecular masses and oligomerization states of the enzymes were determined.

**In vitro deamination assay**

All ssDNA substrates were obtained from Tri-Link Biotechnologies as previously published (105). Reactions were carried out under single-hit conditions (i.e. <15% substrate usage) to ensure that a single enzyme carried out the deaminations on the ssDNA(106). A ssDNA substrate containing two 5′-TTC motifs (100 nm) was incubated with 350 nM of APOBEC3C I188 or 700 nM of APOBEC3C S188 for 5 to 30 min at 37 °C in RT buffer (50 mM...
Tris, pH 7.5, 40 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl₂, and 1 mM DTT). The reaction time was varied on each ssDNA according to the specific activity of the enzymes to ensure <15% substrate usage. Reactions were started by the addition of the ssDNA substrate. APOBEC3C-catalyzed deaminations were detected by treating the ssDNA with uracil DNA glycosylase (New England Biolabs) and heating under alkaline conditions before resolving the fluorescein-labeled ssDNA on 10 or 20% (v/v) denaturing polyacrylamide gels, depending on the sizes of the ssDNA fragments. Gel photos were obtained using a Typhoon Trio multipurpose scanner (GE Healthcare), and integrated gel band intensities were analyzed using ImageQuant (GE Healthcare). The specific activity was calculated from single-hit condition reactions by determining the picomoles of substrate used per minute for a microgram of enzyme.

**In vitro reverse transcription assay**

Mutagenesis of ssDNA by A3 enzymes during reverse transcription of an RNA template was assessed using an *in vitro* assay, which models reverse transcription of an RNA template and second-strand synthesis. The method is described in detail in Feng and Chelico 2011 (107). This system uses an *in vitro* synthesized RNA, which contains a polypurine tract (PPT), a protease gene (prot) of HIV, and a lacZα reporter for blue/white screening. The RNA is reverse transcribed to (−)DNA by reverse transcriptase (RT) by annealing a DNA primer and after the RNaseH domain of RT removes the RNA, the PPT enables second-strand (+)DNA synthesis by acting as a primer. A 368-nt RNA template (50 nM) is annealed to a DNA primer (24-nt) and incubated with 1.5 μM of nucleocapsid (NC), 1.2 μM of reverse transcriptase (RT) and 500 μM of dNTPs in RT buffer in the presence or absence of 350 nM of each APOBEC3C enzyme. The RNA template contained an HIV-1 PPT, nucleotides (nt 2282–2401) from the HIV-1 clone
93th253.3 (accession number U51189), and lacZα. The resulting dsDNA that is synthesized from this in vitro system was PCR amplified using Pfu Cx Turbo Hotstart (Agilent Technologies) that can use uracils as a template with high fidelity. These amplicons were then cloned into a pET-Blue vector backbone that allows for blue-white screening of the synthesized lacZα. At least twenty-five mutated clones for each condition were tested.

SNP analysis

1000 Genomes Project data was mined for the presence of SNPs at position 188 of APOBEC3C (SNP ID rs112120857). To further elucidate the frequency of the APOBEC3C I188 SNP across Africa, we analyzed the genomes reported by Schuster et al.(108) and Lachance et al.(109) for the presence of the I188 allele. To assay for the presence of SNP at position 188 in other hominoids, we mined the Great Ape Genome Project (110) (accession number SRP018689) sequences in the NCBI short read archive.
Chapter 3. A SINGLE NUCLEOTIDE POLYMORPHISM IN HUMAN APOBEC3C ENHANCES RESTRICTION OF LENTIVIRUSES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The APOBEC3 locus encodes seven cytidine deaminase proteins that inhibit endogenous retroelements, lentiviruses such as HIV-1, and other viruses (111). The APOBEC3 locus arose through duplication events on chromosome 22(112) of cytidine deaminase domains, resulting in single domain APOBEC3s (APOBEC3A, APOBEC3C, and APOBEC3H) and double-domain APOBEC3 genes (APOBEC3B, APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3G). In order for APOBEC3 proteins to restrict lentiviruses such as HIV-1, they are packaged into virions, brought to a target cell, and deaminate cytidines on ssDNA during reverse transcription, resulting in cytidine to uracil mutations in the viral genome. APOBEC3 proteins exert selective pressure on primate lentiviruses, which have evolved to encode a protein, Vif, which targets APOBEC3 proteins for proteasomal degradation.

Vif-mediated antagonism leads to non-synonymous mutations in APOBEC3 that allow for escape from Vif but maintenance of antiviral activity(34). Lentiviruses, in turn, select for Vif alleles that target these APOBEC3 variants, leading to further adaptive evolution of APOBEC3 genes through non-synonymous mutations. As such, enrichment of the rate of nonsynonymous mutations (dN) compared to the rate of synonymous mutations (dS) is a common signature of antiviral genes (34). This enrichment, or dN/dS>1, is referred to as positive selection. APOBEC3 genes involved in blocking viral replication are expected to exhibit signatures of positive
selection. Specifically, APOBEC3s involved in lentiviral restriction should have signatures of positive selection at the Vif:APOBEC3 interface (81).

There is considerable variation in the antiviral activity of each of the seven human APOBEC3 paralogs. APOBEC3G potently inhibits vif-deleted-HIV-1 (Δvif) (65). Human APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3H also inhibit HIV-1 (Δvif), but to a lesser extent than APOBEC3G (65, 68, 113, 114). In contrast, APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B do not potently block HIV infection of T cells (65, 68, 77, 113), which are the primary target of HIV (although a target-cell effect has been reported in monocytes for APOBEC3A) (115). Instead, APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B drastically inhibit replication of endogenous retroelements and some DNA viruses (71, 72, 79, 80, 90, 116). In studies that compare the ability of the seven human APOBEC3s to restrict lentiviruses and endogenous retroelements, the only APOBEC3 that has weak activity against both lentiviruses and endogenous retroelements is APOBEC3C (65, 68, 76, 80, 116-121). For another APOBEC3 gene, APOBEC3H, the most common human variant does not block HIV infection although other haplotypes exist that potently restrict lentivirus replication (67). In fact, one haplotype of APOBEC3H restricts HIV-1 (Δvif) as potently as APOBEC3G (67) and has been shown to impact clinical outcomes in HIV-1+ patients (93-95). Thus, we considered the possibility that while the common human haplotype of APOBEC3C encodes a protein with little antiviral activity, other variants of APOBEC3C may in fact encode more potent anti-lentiviral proteins. Compellingly, the Vif protein of HIV-1 targets human APOBEC3 for proteosomal degradation (122). Moreover, APOBEC3C mRNA is highly expressed in the major HIV-1 target cells, activated T cells (123). Thus, the high expression of APOBEC3C in HIV target cells and the antagonism of APOBEC3C by HIV-1 Vif are consistent
with the hypothesis that APOBEC3C may have an overlooked role in combating lentivirus infection.

In this study, we found that APOBEC3C has evolved under positive selection in primates in a manner that suggests that APOBEC3C has played a role in blocking primate lentiviruses. This provided motivation to determine if there are naturally occurring variants of APOBEC3C that potently block lentivirus replication. In humans, only one APOBEC3C coding variant is present at a frequency above 1% and this is a serine to isoleucine change at position 188, here called APOBEC3C I188 (124). Here, we show that the polymorphism at APOBEC3C I188 is present at about 10% frequency in diverse populations throughout Africa, and thus did not recently arise in a particular subpopulation of humans, but is an ancient allele that has likely been circulating in humans for much of human history. Moreover, we show that the APOBEC3C I188 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) has about 10-fold more potent anti-lentiviral activity than the common human APOBEC3C variant and has greater in vitro cytidine deaminase specific activity. We show that the APOBEC3C I188 allele is likely the ancestral state since all sequenced Old World monkeys and some great apes carry isoleucine at position 188. However, gorillas, chimpanzees and most humans carry the S188, the apparent loss of function allele. Taken together, our results suggest that APOBEC3C is involved in protecting hosts from lentiviruses, and we speculate that some humans may be afforded some level of additional protection from lentiviruses by a more active antiviral version of this protein.
3.2 RESULTS

*APOBEC3C has evolved under positive selection in primates, suggesting an ancient role in protection from pathogens*

In studies that compare the antiviral activity of the seven APOBEC3 paralogs, APOBEC3C consistently has poorer restriction activity than the other paralogs (65, 68, 118, 120, 121). However, we reasoned that if APOBEC3C is in fact a bona-fide restriction factor then we would expect that the gene has an evolutionary signature of positive selection (34). We performed positive selection analyses of twenty-two *APOBEC3C* sequences derived from eighteen primate species with sequences representing diverse clades of catarrhines, a subdivision of primates including old world monkeys and apes (Figure 4A). Among these, multiple sequences were obtained from African green monkeys, because we chose to include three subspecies (vervet, tantalus, and sabeus). The sequences were aligned and tests for positive selection were conducted using maximum likelihood ratio tests comparing M8 (a model that allows positive selection across the gene) to M8a (a model that disallows positive selection). Our results indicate *APOBEC3C* shows a gene-wide signature of positive selection (p<0.0008) (Figure 4B).

We next analyzed individual lineages to determine which branches of the *APOBEC3C* tree have signatures of positive selection. Branch analysis identified two branches with statistically significant signatures of positive selection, both in Old World monkeys (Figure 1A), and while most were not statistically significant, 21 out of 39 branches had a dN/dS >1. (Figure 1A). Furthermore, we performed M8 vs M8a analysis of the hominoid and Old World monkey clades of the tree separately, and found that the Old World monkey clade has a statistically
significant signature of positive selection (p<0.05) (Figure 4B). We did not see a statistically significant signature of positive selection in the hominoid-only branch (p=0.15), although this could be due to a smaller sample size (n= 7).

For antiviral genes, sites under positive selection often correlate with sites of interaction with a viral antagonist (36). APOBEC3C is antagonized by the lentiviral protein Vif and the interface of Vif binding has been extensively mapped (125). If APOBEC3C is in fact an anti-lentiviral gene, the Vif binding interface may be evolving under positive selection. Therefore, we performed a site-analysis to determine which amino acids are under positive selection across the tree. Our analysis indicated seven sites under positive selection (posterior probability > 99%) (Figure 4C). Next, we mapped the positively selected sites onto the structure of human APOBEC3C and compared these to the Vif interface of APOBEC3C. Of the seven positively selected sites, two of these, residues 106 and 77, are located within the two helices that are targeted by Vif (Figure 4C). Strikingly, residue 106 has been identified as the most important for Vif binding and this interaction has been documented in two separate studies (122, 125). Thus, APOBEC3C has evolved under selection, gene-wide, as well as at the Vif-binding interface. These results suggest that although the common human APOBEC3C variant does not potently block lentivirus replication, primate APOBEC3C may have evolved as an anti-lentiviral protein.
Figure 4: APOBEC3C is rapidly evolving in primates. (A) Twenty-two primate APOBEC3C coding sequences were obtained by PCR or from the NCBI sequence database. A phylogeny of APOBEC3C, indicating the branch analysis results of the positive selection tests. The ratio of rate of nonsynonymous changes (dS) and the rate of synonymous changes (dS) that occurred along each branch are shown above each branch. For dN/dS values = ∞, the total number of non-synonymous changes (N) and synonymous changes (S) are shown (N:S) below the branch. (B) Maximum likelihood tests for positive selection, with 2lnl values indicating twice the log difference between the model that allows for positive selection (M8) and the model that does not allow for positive selection (M8a), as well as a P-value to indicate whether the M8 model better fits the data than the M8a model. (C) Sites under positive selection in APOBEC3C are shown in a cartoon diagram, comparing these sites to the Vif binding domain and the cytidine deaminase enzymatic domain (CD). Red triangles depict sites with a posterior probability >0.99 (red triangle). The structure of APOBEC3C(125) is represented, with the Vif binding domain(125) shown in blue. Two of the seven positively selected sites (PP > 0.99) overlap with this domain, are shown with arrows. The cytidine deaminase domain is shown in green.
Human APOBEC3C SNP I188 increases antiviral activity

Because the positive selection analyses suggested an ancient or ongoing role of APOBEC3C in lentiviral restriction (Figure 4), we re-evaluated human polymorphisms in APOBEC3C for potential variants with increased activity. There is only one SNP in APOBEC3C above 1% frequency globally, and this is a serine to isoleucine change at position 188 (124). To evaluate the potential significance of this SNP, we aligned this region of APOBEC3C to other human APOBEC3 genes. Strikingly, we found that in contrast to APOBEC3C, the other ten APOBEC3 deaminase domains all encode a conserved isoleucine at the position homologous to APOBEC3C 188 (Figure 5). Thus, the human I188 polymorphism in APOBEC3C actually encodes an amino acid that is highly conserved at this position across human APOBEC3s, while the more common APOBEC3C in the human population has a different amino acid at position 188.
Figure 5: I188 is a SNP in APOBEC3C and is the conserved residue in the other six human APOBEC3 paralogs. (A) Alignment of the seven APOBEC3 proteins, using both deaminase domains (N and C terminal) of the double-domain APOBEC3 proteins. The residue homologous to APOBEC3C 188 in the other ten deaminase domains is conserved as an isoleucine, whereas APOBEC3C is the only domain with a serine at that position. However, human APOBEC3C is polymorphic at that position, with an isoleucine at an allele frequency of 2.4% globally (124).

Since conserved sequences are often important for function and comparative studies indicate that human APOBEC3C (S188) has weak antiviral/anti-retroelement activity compared to the other human APOBEC3s, we posited that the serine change may contribute to the weak restriction activity of the common variant of APOBEC3C. Therefore, we directly compared APOBEC3C S188 and APOBEC3C I188 for their ability to restrict HIV-1. We transfected the two APOBEC3C variants, S188 and I188, along with VSV-G and an env- vif- deleted luciferase-expressing HIV-1 provirus (Δenv, Δvif). Normalized amounts of virus were subsequently used to infect SupT1 cells and infectivity of the viruses was compared by measuring virus-encoded...
luciferase. Viral infectivity in the presence of no APOBEC3 is set to 100%. APOBEC3G was used as a positive control because it potently inhibits HIV-1 (Δvif). We found that APOBEC3C I188 restricts infectivity of HIV-1(Δvif) to a level approximately ten-fold greater than the common APOBEC3C, S188, (approx. 30% infectivity versus 3%, respectively) (Figure 6A) even though both proteins are expressed at similar levels. Furthermore, infectivity assays were conducted as a dose-response in the presence of decreasing concentrations of APOBEC3, and the I188 isoleucine variant restricts HIV-1(Δvif) more potently for all conditions (Figure 6B) at similar protein expression levels.

To determine if the APOBEC3C I188 variant has increased potency against another lentivirus, we evaluated its activity against SIVagm, which is a simian immunodeficiency virus that infects African green monkeys. As shown by others, the S188 variant of APOBEC3C restricted infectivity of SIVagm to a greater extent than HIV-1 (77). However, the SIVagm restriction caused by APOBEC3C I188 was ten-fold greater than the restriction caused by APOBEC3C S188(10 % versus 1% infectivity, respectively, p<0.05) (Fig.6C).
Figure 6: APOBEC3C SNP Isoleucine 188 confers increased antiviral activity. (A) Infectivity of HIV-1 Δvif in the absence of APOBEC3 (No A3), APOBEC3G (A3G), APOBEC3C S188 (A3C S188) and APOBEC3C I188 (A3C I188). 0.3µg of HA-tagged APOBEC3 was expressed in virus-producing cells, and viruses were collected and used for infection. Infectivity in the absence of APOBEC3 is set to 100%. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of triplicate transfections and infections, and this experiment was repeated four times with similar results. Intracellular expression of APOBEC3 was measured by Western Blot using an anti-HA antibody. A section of the blot was probed with an anti-tubulin antibody as a loading control. (B) Dose-response analysis showing restriction of HIV Δvif in the presence of two-fold dilutions of transfected APOBEC3C S188, or APOBEC3C plasmids I188 along with Western blot analysis of APOBEC3C S188, and APOBEC3C I188 protein expression during virus production. This experiment was performed three times, and a representative result is shown. (C) Infectivity of Simian Immunodeficiency virus SIVagm Δvif, in the presence of APOBEC3C S188, APOBEC3C I188. Infectivity is set to 100% for infection with No APOBEC3 present. Error bars indicate the standard deviation for four transfections and infections for each condition, and this experiment was repeated twice.
Some APOBEC3s also restrict endogenous retroelements, such as LINE-1s (71, 90). However, the APOBEC3C I188 variant does not confer increased restriction of LINE-1 as we have previously published (124) and have repeated for this study (Figure 7). Therefore, the human polymorphism in APOBEC3C at position 188 enhances restriction of at least two primate lentiviruses. Thus, we conclude that a SNP in human APOBEC3C has increased anti-lentiviral activity relative to the APOBEC3C encoded by most humans.

![Restriction of endogenous retroelement LINE-1](image)

**Figure 7.** Restriction of LINE-1 by APOBEC3C S188 and I188.

**Isoleucine at position 188 of APOBEC3C enhances enzymatic activity in vitro**

We wished to investigate whether or not the more potent antiviral activity of APOBEC3C I188 compared to APOBEC3C S188 could be explained by differences in their inherent enzymatic activity. Thus, each protein was produced by expression in a recombinant baculovirus
system, purified as described in the Materials and Methods, and tested for its ability to cause cytidine deamination. We examined APOBEC3C S188 and I188 activity using a ssDNA substrate containing two deamination target motifs (Figure 8, top sketch). 5' TTC deamination motifs were used because APOBEC3C preferentially targets this motif (121). Reactions were carried out as a time-course over 60 minutes and next the substrates were incubated with uracil DNA glycosylase, which modifies uracil-containing DNA and makes it sensitive to cleavage at high pH. Cytidine to uracil mutations leading to DNA cleavage were detected based on a fluorescein label placed between the two deamination motifs. Substrate usage was calculated from integrated gel band intensity of cleaved product at either deamination motif relative to the uncleaved substrate. We found that at all time points substrate usage of APOBEC3 I188 was higher than S188, and by 60 minutes I188 had led to twice as many cleavage events as S188 (Figure 8, top). The specific activity of APOBEC3C was determined by calculating the picomoles of substrate used (or deamination events) per microgram of enzyme per minute on a 118 nt ssDNA. The specific activity values were calculated using initial reaction times where the substrate usage was in the linear range (Figure 8, bottom left). We found that APOBEC3C S188 had a specific activity approximately 10-fold lower than I188 (0.010 pmol/μg/min vs 0.130 pmol/μg/min) (Figure 4, bottom right). Therefore, the I188 APOBEC3C more rapidly deaminated cytosines in vitro than S188.

Since APOBEC3C I188 has greater cytidine deaminase activity in vitro than APOBEC3C S188 (Figure 8), we predicted that it would also have a higher mutational frequency than the APOBEC3C S188. To test this prediction, we used a model in vitro system that reconstitutes reverse transcription of RNA to DNA, and observed the ability of APOBEC3 enzymes to induce mutagenesis. The template includes the gene lacZa, and blue/white screening was performed to
identify mutated reverse transcription products. White colonies, representing templates that were mutated, were then sequencing and the number of mutations induced by each APOBEC3 were quantified. We found that addition of APOBEC3C I188 induced two-fold higher clonal mutation frequency compared to APOBEC3C S188 (data not shown, 0.33 x 10^{-2} mutations/bp versus 0.15 x 10^{-2} mutations/bp, respectively). For reactions containing APOBEC3C S188, 100% of clones had zero to one G→A mutation. In contrast, the presence of APOBEC3C I188 caused a noticeable shift in the number of G→A mutations with 32% of clones having more than one mutation and up to four to five mutations in some individual clones (data not shown). Overall, isoleucine at position 188 increased the APOBEC3C-induced mutagenesis of ssDNA \textit{in vitro}. 
Figure 8: In vitro characterization of APOBEC3C S188 and I188. (Top) The specific activity of APOBEC3C S188 and I188 was determined by incubating the enzyme with a 118 nt ssDNA substrate with an internal fluorescein label (yellow star). Single deaminations of the 5' C and 3' C are detected as the appearance of fluorescently labeled 100 nt and 81 nt fragments, respectively; double deamination of both C residues on the same molecule results in a 63 nt labeled fragment. Substrate usage is below gels. (Bottom) The substrate usage during a 60 min time course was plotted from three independent experiments and the specific activity was calculated.
APOBEC3C is expressed in activated PBMCs and both variants are targeted by Vif

In the absence of direct clinical or cohort data, we next sought to further evaluate the relevance of APOBEC3C to HIV infection. Although previous studies had found that APOBEC3C mRNA is expressed in primary T cells, the protein levels had not been investigated. We found that APOBEC3C protein is expressed in PHA-activated primary PBMC (Figure 9A). We also found that the protein is expressed in various monocyte and lymphocyte cell lines (Figure 9B).

Figure 9. APOBEC3C is expressed in activated PBMCs and is targeted by Vif. (A) Western blot analysis of endogenous expression of APOBEC3C (A3C) in lymphocyte and monocyte cell lines, as well as PBMCs (unactivated, and 48 hours after activation with PHA).
We then reasoned that if APOBEC3C is indeed a restriction factor relevant to HIV, then one would expect it to be antagonized by the viral Vif protein. To test this, we produced HIV-1 (either lacking \( \text{vif} \), or expressing either HIV-1 or HIV-2 \( \text{vif} \)) in the presence of APOBEC3C. When we express APOBEC3C I188 during HIV production, the infectivity of the virus is reduced by more ten-fold. However, in the presence of APOBEC3 S188 or I188, both HIV-1 Vif and HIV-2 Vif restored viral infectivity (Figure 10). Thus, APOBEC3C I188 is effectively antagonized by HIV-1 and HIV-2 Vif which suggests that even the more active form of APOBEC3C can still be targeted by both human lentiviral pathogens. In conclusion, both variants of APOBBEC3C are targeted by Vif and APOBEC3C protein is expressed in HIV target cells. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that APOBEC3C is relevant to HIV infection.
Figure 10: APOBEC3C is expressed in activated PBMCs and is targeted by Vif. Restriction of HIV-1 Δvif by APOBEC3C S188 (A3C S188), APOBEC3C I188 (A3C I188), and full or partial recovery of infectivity by the presence of HIV-1 (LAI strain) and HIV-2 (ROD strains) vif. 0.4μg of APOBEC3 plasmid was used for each condition. Infectivity of each virus is set to 100% for infection with No APOBEC3 (No A3) present. Error bars represent standard deviation of triplicate transfections and infection, and this experiment was repeated twice.
**APOBEC3C I188 is an ancient human polymorphism that is not found in other hominids**

The APOBEC3C I188 variant is present at frequency of 2.4% in the 1000 Genomes Project (124). Therefore, a relatively small proportion of humans carry a variant of APOBEC3C that is more enzymatically active against lentiviruses. To determine which allele is ancestral at position 188, we constructed a phylogeny of primate APOBEC3C sequences. All old world monkeys (N=15) analyzed encode an isoleucine at position 188 (Fig. 11A). Moreover, orangutans, siamangs, and gibbons also encode isoleucine, but the serine change at amino acid 188 occurred in the lineage leading to gorillas, chimpanzees, and humans (Figure 7A). Thus, isoleucine at position 188 is likely the ancestral state, and changed during the evolution of hominids. There are two possible explanations for the existence of the I188 in humans: 1) a reversion back to isoleucine may have occurred in a subpopulation or 2) a polymorphism has been maintained at this site for millions of years, since humans split from their ancestor with gorillas and chimpanzees.

If a serine to isoleucine reversion mutation occurred in recent human evolution, we would expect it to be present only in a limited subset of humans. The frequency of the allele in the 1000 Genomes Project data is 8.9% in populations of African descent, less than 1% frequency in the Americas, and not present in Asia and Europe (124) (Figure 11). Humans are dramatically more genetically diverse in Africa than on any other continent, so the presence of the allele almost exclusively in Africa does not provide strong evidence that the isoleucine reverted only in African populations. Therefore, we sought to determine if the APOBEC3C I188 allele is distributed across divergent populations in Africa, or if it is present in only a particular subpopulation. The APOBEC3C I188 allele is present in all six African subpopulations analyzed by the 1000 Genomes project, with a frequency ranging between 5.6% and 13% (Figure

However, many of the sub-populations included in the 1000 Genomes Project live in regions affected by the Bantu Expansion, a migration event when Bantu-speaking tribes swept across the continent approximately 3,000 years ago (126, 127). To determine if the isoleucine allele is present in more diverse African genomes, we determined the APOBEC3C sequence from individuals from four hunter-gatherer groups (Hadza, Sandawe, Mbuti, and Khoe-San) (108, 109). We found that one of the four Khoe-San individuals was heterozygous for the I188 allele, and two out of five Sandawe individuals were heterozygous for the I188 allele (Figure 11B). In conclusion, I188 seems to be a widely distributed SNP in African populations suggesting that the more active allele is very ancient, and may have even been circulating in humans since the birth of the species. Presence of the I188 in the ancient human relative Homo neanderthalensis would have provided evidence that the allele has been present in the Homo lineage for at least 600,000 years but we failed to find the I188 SNP in the published Neanderthal genomes.

To determine if other hominoids also possess variation at position 188 we probed the APOBEC3C sequences from the Great Ape Genome project (128), and found that none of the great apes included in the study (n=79) were polymorphic at position 188 (Figure 11C). Ten orangutans were included in the study, and all encoded isoleucine at position 188. In contrast, all gorillas (n= 31), and chimpanzees and bonobos (n=38), encoded serine at position 188. Humans, gorillas, and chimpanzees diverged from their most recent common ancestor approximately 10 to 20 million years ago (129, 130), and in this ancestral lineage the more active isoleucine allele was lost. However, since some humans express the I188 allele, it is possible S188 never rose to fixation and I188 was maintained as a minor allele for a long period of the evolutionary history of hominoids. Alternatively, it is possible that serine became fixed in the ancestor to gorillas, chimpanzees and humans, but more recently the serine reverted to isoleucine in a subpopulation
of humans. Nonetheless, we find that the APOBEC3C I188 is relatively ancient to humans, but is not present to an appreciable extent in out-of-Africa human populations, nor have we found it in other hominids.

Figure 11: Isoleucine 188 changes to serine in some hominoids but was maintained or reverted back to isoleucine for some human populations. (A) A phylogram of cattarhines, along with an alignment of the C-terminus of APOBEC3C. All old world monkey sequences encoded isoleucine at 188 (15 sequences total). (B) Allele frequency of Ile SNP in global human populations, as well as *Homo neanderthalensis*. (C) Allele frequency of Ile 188 in chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas, and orangutans (n=79). Sequences were derived from the Great Ape Genome Project(128).
3.3 **DISCUSSION**

APOBEC3C stands out among the seven human APOBEC3 paralogs as it has no known function. We observed that the six APOBEC3s with known functions possess a conserved isoleucine at the residue homologous to APOBEC3C position 188, whereas APOBEC3C encodes a serine at this position. However, human APOBEC3C is in fact polymorphic at this site, and some humans encode an isoleucine, the residue that correlates with APOBEC3 antiviral/anti-retroelement function. This led us to hypothesize that APOBEC3C may have an as yet overlooked role as a restriction factor, and that the I188 variant may have enhanced antiviral activity compared to the more common variant, S188. *APOBEC3C* has evolved under positive selection in primates and within the interface of binding by the viral protein Vif, suggesting that this gene may have played a role in restriction of lentiviruses over primate evolution. Furthermore, we found that *APOBEC3C* I188 encodes a protein with increased antiviral activity, increased enzymatic activity, and the ability to dimerize in solution. Consistent with this conclusion, an artificial forced dimer of APOBEC3C S188 has vastly increased antiviral activity. We find that the isoleucine at position 188 was lost during hominid evolution but was either reacquired by some humans since humans split with our most recent common ancestor with chimpanzees, or alternatively, has never been lost as an allele and has been maintained as a polymorphism through several million years of hominoid evolution.

**Positive selection of APOBEC3C in primates suggests an ancient role in antiviral defense**

Previous studies have shown that APOBEC3C binds to HIV-1 Vif and that E106 is important for Vif binding (122, 125). We found that this residue within the Vif binding interface is evolving under positive selection, and another residue in the Vif-binding region, 77, is also
under positive selection. Additionally, it is possible that Vifs from other lentiviruses target APOBEC3C at different motifs, driving the positive selection in other regions of the protein. For example, APOBEC3C is under positive selection at residues 128 and 130. While these residues are not in the known APOBEC3C:HIV-1 Vif binding interface, the homologous residues of APOBEC3G are involved in HIV-1 Vif binding (110, 131). Therefore, it is possible that other Vif proteins from other lentiviruses target APOBEC3C at positions 128 and 130, or that ancient lentiviruses have targeted these residues in the past. In summary, rapid evolution of APOBEC3C at the known APOBEC3C:Vif binding interface suggests that APOBEC3C has evolved to block lentiviruses in primates.

**Mechanism of increased activity of APOBEC3C I188 relative to APOBEC3C S188**

Our results indicate that the difference in the anti-HIV activity of the APOBEC3C variants S188 and I188 lies in the enzymatic efficiency of the two APOBEC3C proteins. We found that I188 more rapidly deaminates ssDNA in vitro. Furthermore, in an in vitro RT model system, the presence of APOBEC3C cause a higher mutation frequency than APOBEC3C S188.

Ongoing work suggests that the APOBEC3C I188 is more processive (able to consecutively deaminate cytidine motifs without dissociating from substrate), than APOBEC3C S188 (Adolph, Wittkopp et al, Cytidine deaminase efficiency of the hominid viral restriction factor APOBEC3C is mediated by dimerization, submitted). Taken together, these results bolster the model that the APOBEC3C I188 protein has greater antiviral activity than the more common APOBEC3C protein due to better enzymatic activity.
Population genetics of human APOBEC3C suggests that the I188 polymorphism is ancient

The isoleucine at position 188 of APOBEC3C is present at approximately 10% frequency across diverse African populations, but almost absent from all other global populations. All human populations outside of Africa are thought to have descended from one or a few migration events out of Africa (132). As such, humans from non-African populations may lack the APOBEC3C I188 allele because it was excluded in a population bottleneck during the migrations. Or, the allele may have been lost in non-African populations due to drift or a lack of selective pressure, and this possibility is consistent with the fact that no primate lentiviruses are known to originate outside of Africa. Alternatively, it is possible that loss of the allele was selected for non-African populations. Expression of another APOBEC3, APOBEC3B, has been associated with increased risk of cancer (75, 133). Therefore, the antiviral function of APOBEC3s may come at an evolutionary trade-off. In fact, this may have driven the maintenance of the less enzymatically active S188 allele for millions of years in humans and ancient human ancestors.

Our phylogenetic analysis shows that APOBEC3C I188 is ancestral in primates, but changed to serine in the clade of apes including gorillas, chimpanzee, and humans. The fact that humans have a polymorphism that corresponds with the ancestral residue could be due to a reversion back to the amino acid present in other primates, but not in gorillas nor chimpanzees. If a reversion occurred it must have happened long ago in human history, since the allele is present in such deeply divergent populations across Africa. However, the allele was likely lost due to a bottleneck in the out-of-Africa populations because it is almost completely missing from non-African populations. Alternatively, it is possible that the isoleucine allele has continued in the human lineage through incomplete lineage sorting (the maintenance of a polymorphism after the
divergence of species), since before humans split with their most recent common ancestor with
gorillas more than 10 million years ago. Notably, the isoleucine codon, ATT, at position 188 is
the same in the human SNP as in all other primates with an Ile at this position in APOBEC3C.
While we did not find support for incomplete lineage sorting since we did not find any other
hominids that were polymorphic at position 188, the limited number of great ape sequences were
included does not allow us to completely rule out this second possibility. Nonetheless, given the
increased antiviral activity of APOBEC3C I188 and its fixation in primates other than hominids
argues that the gain (or maintenance) of this allele in humans have been driven by a function for
protection against pathogens.

Potential impact on human health

We discovered that an APOBEC3C single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) that is
common in Africa enhances anti-lentiviral activity. This polymorphism may impact human
susceptibility to cross-species transmissions of lentiviruses because Vifs from other lentiviruses
may not antagonize human APOBEC3C HIV-1 and HIV-2 Vif are able to antagonize both
variants of APOBEC3C so the I188 SNP may not block HIV transmission. However, the fact
that APOBEC3C is antagonized by Vif is consistent with the possibility that APOBEC3C is an
important barrier that must be countered by the virus during natural infections. Alternatively, it is
possible that APOBEC3C antagonism by Vif is an unintended consequence due to Vif binding to
another APOBEC3, APOBEC3F, as APOBEC3C has a Vif binding pocket that is nearly
identical to the Vif binding pocket of APOBEC3F(122, 125, 134). Despite the ability of Vif to
antagonize APOBEC3C, it is possible that APOBEC3C I188 influences HIV susceptibility. In
infected individuals possessing the whole APOBEC3 repertoire, Vif has to adapt to counteract
multiple antiviral proteins and this may constrain Vif and weaken its activity. In fact, viral genomes sequenced from HIV-1-infected patient cells are extensively mutated by APOBEC3s despite the presence of Vif(135, 136) and the extent of APOBEC3-induced mutagenesis negatively correlates with disease progression rate(137). As such, it is possible that I188 may provide some level of protection from HIV transmission or pathogenesis.

Chapter 4.

4.1 INTRODUCTION

The human APOBEC3 family of single-stranded (ss) DNA cytidine deaminases has seven members that act as host restriction factors against retroelements (including HIV) and certain DNA viruses (138). In order for APOBEC3s to restrict HIV, they are encapsidated into budding virions and then mutate viral DNA by deaminating cytosines (producing uracils) on the (-) strand DNA synthesized by reverse transcriptase (139). When the (-) DNA is copied to form the (+) DNA the uracils template the addition of adenine, resulting in G→A mutations that reduce the infectivity of HIV (140-142).

The seven human APOBEC3s derived from ancient duplications of deaminase domains. Certain APOBEC3 proteins consist of a single deaminase domain (APOBEC3A, APOBEC3C, and APOBEC3H), whereas the other APOBEC3s consist of two deaminase domains (APOBEC3B, APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3G). Another difference among APOBEC3 proteins is that they vary in their potency and specificity of viral/retroelement restriction. Human APOBEC3D, APOBEC3F, and APOBEC3H also inhibit HIV-1 (∆vif), but to a lesser extent than APOBEC3G (65, 68, 113, 114). In contrast, APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B do not potently block HIV infection of T cells (65, 68, 77, 113), which are the primary target of
HIV (although a target-cell effect has been reported in monocytes for APOBEC3A) (115). Instead, APOBEC3A and APOBEC3B drastically inhibit replication of endogenous retroelements and some DNA viruses (71, 72, 79, 80, 90, 116). In studies that compare the ability of the seven human APOBEC3s to restrict lentiviruses and endogenous retroelements, the only APOBEC3 that has weak activity against both lentiviruses and endogenous retroelements is APOBEC3C (65, 68, 76, 80, 116-121). However, a naturally occurring APOBEC3C variant encoding isoleucine at position 188 has enhanced HIV-1 activity (see Chapter 3). Furthermore, this I188 variant is a more potent cytidine deaminase enzyme in vitro. Dimerization/oligomerization has been correlated with the ability of APOBEC3s to restrict lentiviruses (143). Therefore, we sought to determine if the I188 variant is a more potent anti-HIV restriction factor due to enhanced dimerization.

We found that while the S188 APOBEC3C is monomeric in solution, the I188 variant exists as monomers and dimers in solution. Furthermore, we found that a forced dimer, or double-domain APOBEC3C, potently enhances HIV-1 restriction. Therefore, we propose a model where the dimerization of I188 enhances its cytidine deaminase activity, and in turn, causes the variant to more potently restrict HIV-1(Δvif). The I188 variant only partially dimerizes in solution. Therefore, we next sought to identify APOBEC3C point mutants that would enhance dimerization in the background of I188 in order to determine if increased dimerization correlates with antiviral activity. Interestingly, chimpanzees express an APOBEC3Cs that more potently restrict HIV-1 (Δvif) than human APOBEC3C, despite encoding serine at position 188. We found that lysine at position 115 of chimpanzee APOBEC3C is sufficient to increase antiviral activity and dimerization. Next, we constructed a mutant of APOBEC3C with isoleucine at 188 and lysine at position 115, to determine if these
residues when expressed together, can lead to full dimerization. We found that indeed, the double mutant of human APOBEC3C (K115/I188) fully dimerizes in solution. This double mutant human APOBEC3C also potently inhibits HIV-1 (Δvif) replication in cell culture, to the same level as the APOBEC3C double-domain forced dimer. These results support our model that dimerization is important for APOBEC3C antiviral activity.

4.2 RESULTS

**Dimerization correlates with enhanced antiviral activity of human APOBEC3C**

Previous studies have reported that the S188 variant of APOBEC3C is a monomeric protein, both in solution(125) and in cells(143). Indeed, by size exclusion chromatography we also found that baculovirus-produced APOBEC3C S188 (the common variant) is monomeric (Figure 12, apparent molecular weight 17 kDa). However, the baculovirus-produced APOBEC3C I188 was in equilibrium between monomer and dimer forms (Figure 12, apparent molecular weight 21 kDa and 42 kDa, respectively). Therefore, dimerization of APOBEC3C correlates with antiviral activity. The observation that the isoleucine residue at position 188 was able to shift the oligomeric profile of APOBEC3C suggests that residue 188 is important for dimerization.
Figure 12. APOBEC3C dimerization. (A) Size exclusion chromatography profiles of the APOBEC3C S188 and I188 from a 10mL G200 Superdex column were used to calculate the oligomerization states of the enzymes. When APOBEC3C S188 and I188 were loaded onto the column, APOBEC3C S188 eluted at an apparent molecular weight 17 kD (consistent with a monomeric form), whereas APOBEC3C I188 eluted in two peaks, with apparent molecular weights of 42 kD and 21 kD (consistent with the presence of both monomers and dimers). Chromatograms were made using the integrated gel band intensities of each protein fraction after resolution by SDS-PAGE.
Interestingly, dimerization has been previously been correlated with improved APOBEC3 catalytic activity because it enables efficient scanning of ssDNA to find cytosines targets for deamination (107). Therefore, we considered the possibility that dimerization is important for efficient antiviral activity of APOBEC3C. In order to test this hypothesis, we first sought to identify other residues that contribute to dimerization. The I188 variant of APOBEC3C has enhanced antiviral activity, and this correlates with its ability to dimerize in solution. However, the I188 variant only partially dimerizes. Therefore, we sought to construct a mutant version of APOBEC3C I188 that fully dimerizes in order to test whether a fully dimerizing point mutant has enhanced antiviral activity, as compared to the naturally occurring I188 variant.

We found that despite encoding serine at position 188 (present in the monomeric form of human APOBEC3C), chimpanzee APOBEC3C more potently restricts HIV-1 (∆vif) than the common human APOBEC3C variant (Figure 13A). Therefore, we hypothesized that chimpanzee APOBEC3C may better dimerize in solution. To test this, our collaborators produced human and chimpanzee APOBEC3C in a baculovirus expression system and purified the proteins using size exclusion chromatography. Our collaborators found that while S188 human APOBEC3C is a monomer in solution, chimpanzee APOBEC3C partially dimerizes in a pattern similar to the human APOBEC3C variant, I188 (Figure 13B). Next, we sought to determine which residue or residues of chimpanzee APOBEC3C are responsible for conferring the ability to dimerize. Human and chimpanzee APOBEC3Cs differ at four residue positions (Figure 13C). We found that the lysine at position 115 of chimpanzee APOBEC3C is sufficient to confer dimerization, because human APOBEC3C S188/K115 point mutant partially dimerizes, in contrast to human APOBEC3C S188/N115. Interestingly, in the background of I188, K115 confers human
APOBEC3C the ability to fully dimerize (Figure 13D). Therefore, we were able to identify a mutant of human APOBEC3C that fully dimerizes in solution.
Figure 13: Lysine 115 confers dimerization. (A) Infectivity of HIV-1 Δvif in the absence of APOBEC3C (No A3C), and in the presence of human APOBEC3C or chimpanzee APOBEC3C. 0.2µg of HA-tagged APOBEC3 was expressed in virus-producing cells, and viruses were collected and use for infection. Infectivity in the absence of APOBEC3 is set to 100%. Error bars indicate standard deviation of triplicate transfections and infections. (B) Size exclusion chromatography of human and chimpanzee APOBEC3Cs. (C) Alignment of human and chimp APOBEC3Cs. (D) Size exclusion chromatography of purified human APOBEC3C (both the S188 and I188 variants, marked N115/S188 and N115/I188, respectively), as well as the mutant APOBEC3C K115/I188.
To further test our hypothesis that dimerization is important for APOBEC3 antiviral activity, we constructed an artificial dimer that consists of two tandem S188 APOBEC3Cs (Figure 14) and tested the anti-lentiviral activity of this protein. We used the linker that naturally exists between the N- and C-terminal domains of the two double-domain APOBEC3s, APOBEC3D and APOBEC3F, which are the APOBEC3 proteins with the highest sequence identity shared with APOBEC3C. This linker consists of amino acids Arg-Asn-Pro followed by the second APOBEC3 domain starting at Met12 (labeled Met12’ here—see schematic at top of Figure 14). Western blot analysis shows that this artificial double domain APOBEC3C is expressed in cells and runs at approximately the same molecular weight as the natural double domain APOBEC3 protein, APOBEC3G (Figure 8).
Next, we examined the antiviral activity of the synthetic dimer APOBEC3C (with S188 in both domains, called S188-S188) compared to APOBEC3C S188 and APOBEC3C I188. Again, APOBEC3G was used as a positive control. As shown previously, APOBEC3C I188 restricted 5-10 fold better than APOBEC3C S188 (Figure 14: 30% infectivity compared to 8% infectivity). Strikingly, APOBEC3C S188-S188 dimer restricted infection as efficiently as APOBEC3G (Figure 14: approximately 1% infectivity for both conditions). Importantly, the fact that the APOBEC3C S188-S188 synthetic dimer restricts infection far greater than two-fold more than the APOBEC3C S188 monomer (Figure 14: 30% infectivity relative to 1% infectivity), suggests that the increased antiviral activity is not simply the result of having twice as many active sites. Thus, these results indicate that forced dimerization is sufficient to induce anti-HIV activity of APOBEC3C, and suggest that the increased activity of APOBEC3C I188 is due to its increased ability to spontaneously form dimers.
Figure 14: The impact of APOBEC3C dimerization on HIV restriction. (top) Cartoon schematic showing the sequence of the double-domain APOBEC3C. (bottom left) Restriction of HIV-1 Δvif by APOBEC3G(A3G), APOBEC3C S188 (A3C S188), APOBEC3C I188 (A3C I188) and the double-domain APOBEC3C (S188-S188). 0.3µg APOBEC3 was used in this assay. Error bars represent standard deviation of four independent transfections and infections, and this experiment was repeated twice. (bottom right). A Western blot for expression of the APOBEC3 proteins is shown, and is representative of three experiments.
We identified a mutant of human APOBEC3C that fully dimerizes in solution. To further test our model that dimerization is important for APOBEC3C antiviral activity, we tested the ability of the I188/K115 mutant to restrict HIV-1 (Δvif). We found that the double mutant (I188/K115) potently restricts HIV-1(Δvif), and this restriction is significantly more potent than that of the human APOEC3C variant I188 (12% versus 3% in this assay) (Figure 15).
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Figure 15: Infectivity of HIV-1 (Δvif) in the absence of APOBEC3C (No A3C), APOBEC3C S188, APOBEC3C I188, and APOBEC3C I188/N115. 0.2µg of HA-tagged APOBEC3 was expressed in virus-producing cells, and viruses were collected and used for infection. Infectivity in the absence of APOBEC3 is set to 100%. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of triplicate transfections and infections.
4.3 DISCUSSION

In Chapter 3 we identified that a naturally occurring APOBEC3C variant (I188) has enhanced anti-lentiviral activity, and this can be attributed to its cytidine deaminase activity (see Chapter 3). In this chapter, we show that the I188 variant forms dimers in vitro, in contrast to the S188 variant. A previous study correlated multimerization of APOBEC3s with the capacity to restrict lentiviruses, and our finding that the monomeric variant (S188) was less antivirally active than the dimer-forming, more active variant (I188), is consistent with this conclusion. Therefore, our model is that dimerization, which is conferred by isoleucine at position 188, improves APOBEC3C antiviral activity. This model is further supported by the fact that a synthetic dimer formed by linking two tandem S188 APOBEC3Cs drastically enhances antiviral activity. In fact, activity is improved even in comparison to I188, the more active variant. I188 only partially dimerizes, and compared to S188 and S188-S188 has an intermediate ability to restrict HIV. Furthermore, through an evolution guided approach we identified another residue that can contribute to dimer formation, lysine at position 115. Chimpanzees encode lysine at position 115, and this residue confers the ability to partially dimerize. Furthermore, a mutant of human APOBEC3C expressing lysine at position 155 and isoleucine at position 188 is able to fully dimerize, and this mutant more potently restricts HIV infection than the naturally occurring I188 variant (which encodes asparagine at position 115). This result bolsters the finding that dimerization is important for APOBEC3 restriction activity.

Isoleucine at position 188 of APOBEC3C confers the ability to dimerize. This residue is located on α-helix 6 of the protein, which is located at the C-terminus of the protein. In the study
reporting the crystal structure of APOBEC3C, the protein was purified in predominantly a monomeric form, but a very small fraction eluted as dimers and oligomers. Therefore, in order to predict naturally occurring dimer interfaces, the authors performed a PISA analysis, which calculates the surface area of interactions between crystal monomers. The PISA analysis indicated that the crystal packing interaction with the largest surface area (865 Å) includes α-helix 6, but residue 188 is not directly involved in this interface and is not surface exposed. Therefore, if this crystal structure interaction is indicative of a naturally occurring interface, I188 may indirectly stabilize homodimerization.

One possible reason dimerization contributes to APOBEC3C activity, is that it could improve the protein’s ability to scan DNA substrates for cytidine deamination motifs. In fact, I188 lies within α-helix 6, which has been implicated as important for DNA scanning of another APOBEC3, APOBEC3G (105). Furthermore, homodimers of APOBEC3C would have increased avidity for deamination substrates, and this could enhance the enzymatic activity of the protein.

Taken together, these results bolster the model that the APOBEC3C I188 protein has greater antiviral activity than the more common APOBEC3C variant due to its dimerization potential.
Chapter 5. PERSPECTIVES & FUTURE DIRECTIONS

In this dissertation I showed that a single nucleotide variant of APOBEC3C, I188, more potently inhibits HIV-1 (∆vif) replication in cell culture than the more common variant, S188. Furthermore, based on our collaborator’s in vitro experiments as well as our infectivity assays, we show that the I188 variant is more active against HIV-1 due to enhanced enzymatic activity and dimerization. Dimerization appears to be important for APOBEC3C antiviral activity, because an artificial dimer of APOBEC3C, as well as a fully-dimerizing point mutant of APOBEC3C (I188/K155), both restrict HIV potently, and to a greater extent than the partially-dimerizing I188 variant. Furthermore, I showed that the more active (I188) allele was lost during hominoid evolution in the most recent common ancestor to gorillas, chimpanzees, and humans. However, the more active allele was either re-gained during human evolution, or has been maintained through incomplete lineage sorting ever since the I→S change occurred, approximately ten million years ago. The position homologous to APOBEC3C 188 in all other ten cytidine deaminase domains of human APOBEC3Cs encodes a conserved isoleucine, and the common APOBEC3C variant, S188, is the only human APOBEC3 that encodes a different residue at this position. The conservation of isoleucine at this position in all other APOBEC3s suggests that the isoleucine is important for APOBEC3 function.

In our experiments to compare the antiviral activity of S188 and I188 APOBEC3C, we exogenously expressed APOBEC3C (S188 and I188) in virus producing cells, and then virions were used for single cycle infectivity assays. However, we have not demonstrated whether these two variants have differential activity against HIV when expressed under more physiological conditions (such as endogenously expressed APOBEC3C or HIV spreading infection). It would also be important to determine whether the I188 has a protective effect in HIV-infected patients
or if the I188 allele protects against HIV acquisition. Lastly, identification of the dimerization interface of I188 would strengthen our model that dimerization is important for APOBEC3 antilentiviral activity. Together, addressing these three outstanding questions would contribute to our understanding of the role of I188 APOBEC3C in blocking lentivirus replication.

**Further characterization of the I188 variant under more physiologically relevant conditions**

One outstanding question is whether or not APOBEC3C expressed at endogenous levels impacts lentivirus replication. Stable expression of S188 APOBEC3C does not inhibit HIV replication in SUPT11 cells, a cell line that does not express endogenous APOBEC3s. To test whether the I188 variant has an impact on HIV replication at endogenous levels this experiment could be repeated, including the I188 variant as well as the S188 variant. First, SUPT11 cells will be transduced with APOBEC3C lentivirus constructs, and clones will be selected that have APOBEC3C expression levels that are comparable to activated primary T cells. Next, infectivity assays will be performed to determine if APOBEC3C endogenous expression potently inhibits HIV (-vif). This would be important to show because infectivity assays using transiently over-expressed APOBEC3C do not necessarily recapitulate the amount of APOBEC3C that would be present in human cells in vivo during exposure to HIV. This experiment would be important in order to understand whether APOBEC3C plays a role during natural HIV infections, in vivo.

**Does the I188 variant protect against HIV acquisition or pathogenesis?**

I have demonstrated in a cell-culture system that exogenously expressed I188 APOBEC3C more potently inhibits HIV in single-round infectivity experiments. However, we have yet to determine whether this difference in activity between the two APOBEC3Cs impacts
HIV infection of patients. This is a reasonable hypothesis because variation in another APOBEC3, APOBEC3H, has been shown to impact the course of HIV infection in patients.(93).

If the I188 allele is protective against HIV, it is possible that HIV-infected individuals who carry the I188 variant could attain a lower set point viral load than individuals who carry the S188 variant. To test this possibility, we would utilize samples derived from a cohort of individuals in an area that is high-risk for HIV acquisition and is also a region where the I188 allele is fairly common. One cohort that would fulfill these criteria is the Mombasa cohort of Mombasa, Kenya. This is a large cohort of female sex-workers in Mombasa, Kenya who were HIV (-) at the time of enrollment. Women in the cohort were followed for HIV seroconversion, and then were followed to determine their set point viral load, as well as their CD4+ T cell counts. We would expect the I188 to be present at an allele frequency of approximately 10% in Kenya, based on what is reported in the 1000 Genomes Project. Therefore, to test our hypothesis, we would genotype samples obtained from HIV (+) members of the cohort to determine whether each individual is homozygous for S188, heterozygote (S188/I188), or homozygous for I188. We would next obtain the data for the set point viral load of each individual, and determine if a presence of the I188 allele correlates with lower set points. In these experiments, it would be important to calculate the statistical power of the study, because if we did not see a correlation, it may be because the study was not well powered enough to see a difference. However, if we did see that I188 correlates with a lower set point viral load, this would suggest that the I188 is protective against HIV pathogenesis. However, this result would need to be verified in multiple cohorts.

An alternative hypothesis is that instead of the APOBEC3C I188 variant affecting viral load, it may decrease the likelihood of HIV transmission. During genotyping of samples from the Mombasa cohort for example, we may find that a strikingly low number of the HIV(+)
individuals carry the I188 allele (as opposed to the approximately 10% we would expect). If this result were obtained, we would then genotype samples from a comparable number of HIV (-) members of the cohort. If the I188 allele is significantly underrepresented in HIV(+) members, this would suggest that APOBEC3C I188 may protect against HIV acquisition. Another possible way to test this would be to use samples from a discordant couple cohort. Serodiscordant couples cohorts include an HIV (+) member, and their couple who is HIV (-), and the HIV (-) member is followed to determine if they seroconvert. If the hypothesis that the I188 APOBEC3C variant is correct, then I188-carrying individuals might seroconvert at a lower rate than S188-carrying individuals.

Understanding the role APOBEC3C I188 plays in HIV-1 infection of patients may uncover an important determinant of HIV susceptibility/resistance.

Characterization of the I188 dimerization interface

Antilentiviral activity of APOBEC3s has previously been correlated with the ability to oligomerize. Purified S188 APOBEC3C is monomeric in solution, whereas the I188 variant is present as both monomers and dimers in solution. Therefore, isoleucine at 188 promotes dimerization of APOBEC3C. Interestingly, position 188 of APOBEC3C is not surface-exposed, so it does not likely play a direct role in dimerization. However, position 188 is present on alpha-helix 6 of APOBEC3C and there is some evidence that this helix could be involved in a dimerization interface. There is a crystal structure of S188 APOBEC3C solved, and the authors who published the structure reported that upon purification of APOBEC3C, a very small fraction eluted as dimers during size exclusion chromatography. During protein crystallization, the contacts formed between crystal subunits can indicate physiologically relevant dimer interfaces.
Therefore, the authors analyzed the interfaces of the crystal subunits to identify dimer interfaces that may naturally occur. Protein-protein interactions often make contacts a region that is 1,100-1,700 angstroms (squared). Therefore, subunit contacts in a crystal structure that are greater than 1,000 angstroms (squared), could be indicative of a naturally-occurring dimerization interface. The analysis of the APOBEC3C crystal subunit interactions revealed that the largest interface between subunits was 800 angstroms squared. This is not as large as most naturally-occurring dimerization interfaces. However, S188 APOBEC3C is not efficient at forming dimers. Therefore, it is possible that this identified interface maybe become larger when isoleucine is introduced at position 188.

Crystallization of the I188 APOBEC3C may help to identify the naturally-occurring dimerization interface. However, I188 only partially forms dimers in solution. Luckily, our collaborators discovered that mutation at another position of APOBEC3C (N115K), in the background of I188, causes complete dimerization. Therefore, to identify the dimerization interface of APOBEC3C, we would work express the fully-dimerizing N115/I188 mutant APOBEC3C in E. coli, purify this protein, and conduct crystallography to solve the structure. Identification of the dimerization domain would strengthen the model that dimerization is an important determinant of APOBEC3C antiviral activity, and also add to our understanding of general APOBEC3 biology.

Previously, the functional role of APOBEC3C was undetermined. Here, we present evidence that it may play a role against lentiviruses, such as HIV-1. Future work will help determine whether variation in APOBEC3C impact HIV in patients. Furthermore, these studies more broadly contribute to the understanding of the mechanism of APOBEC3 antiviral activity.
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